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Approaches "micro and macro" for eradicate poverty 

Charity cannot eradicate poverty but it can only put an ointment on the pains of poverty just as 

temporarily. 

To eradicate poverty, it should be make policy and practice based on two approaches "micro and 

macro" as a serious and global determination. 

1-First, it should be provide the motivations of their placement in the path of entrepreneurship by 

the effective trainings for local communities. Second, it should be performed the necessary supports 

in the form of microfinances "small grants" in order to boost their business and by providing an easy 

selling market via zero taxes and tariffs on the crafts of local native production, one can advance 

them on the empowering path and by using the given trainings, one can help them in the creation of 

local funds to help other people until it can be helped other clients in giving form to small loans to 

start a business. 

2-In the macro approach, it is essential the well- off countries and communities with the joint 

exploitation  from the capacity of countries and lees well- off or poor communities  act in such a way 

that both sides achieve the prosperity that is the result of win-win economic for the parties - the 

products that the technology holder countries need, but they do not have  raw materials and 

essential labor with regard to environmental protection, produce needed products until in addition 

to removing the need of the technology holder country  and producing countries, they send the 

production surplus to other applicant  countries and by this way, all communities would be 

benefited from this economic approach and it would be the motivations  of peace, stability and 

global security by achieving the prosperity and justice.  

Let us before our world  involves with different extremism challenges that are the  result of poverty 

and the gap between rich countries " well-off " and poor countries "less well-off ", make the 

targeting in such a manner that all can taste the flavors of  security and welfare. 


